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Please ensure that before you begin this Golden Gaige Synchronicity ebook you:
1) Have completed either of
• The Uni ed Pathway To Transcending The Light - Volume 4: Crystal Transcension O
• Pathway To Light - Volume 8: The Grey Smok
2) Have allowed yourself a minimum of 21 days from the completion of any Ascension Pathway
attunement. (Note here that the completion of an attunement means you have completed the
attunement and not necessarily any waiting times or associated practices.)
3) Have activated (unlocked) the Golden Gaige Synchronicity energies and attunements
using the activation code & instructions on the next page

Once you have unlocked the energies, you are ready to begin.
With love, we wish you well on your Golden Gaige Synchronicity journey!

If you have not already done so, please feel free to do any or all of the following
in order to help you on your Master Level Symbols journey
• Sign up for free monthly Ascension Healing (sent on the 11th of the month)
• Sign up for free monthly Di-Ascension Healing (sent on the 21st of the month)
• Join the Love Inspiration Community Facebook page
• Download the Love Inspiration Handbook as an accompaniment to this ebook
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Activating (Unlocking) The Golden Gaige Synchronicity Energies:
Before opening up to these beautiful Master Level Symbol
energies, it is very important that you rstly activate or
‘unlock’ the energies and attunement in this ebook. Once this
is completed, you will then be ready to begin
The activation is a very simple process, done by yourself, using
a specially embedded activation code to ‘unlock’ the energies
in this ebook. The four step process is outlined below and
should only take you around ve minutes or so to complete
(For more information about the activation codes or the
activation process - please visit our Activation Codes FAQ's).
1) Preparation:
Please sit or lie down, whichever is more comfortable for you, and ensure that you will not be
disturbed for at least 5 minutes or so. Perhaps you wish to play some so0thing or relaxing music,
light some candles or burn some incense to create a nice ambience.
2) Invocation:
Invoke the activation (‘unlocking’) by placing your hands together, ngertips touching in prayer
position and saying the following. (Pronunciation for Golden Gaige Synchronicity is here).

“With in nite grace, I ask humbly and clearly to activate the
energies and attunements for Golden Gaige Synchronicity.
With the unique activation code 4739822 may this be so.
May this activation bene t all beings.
Thankyou, thankyou, thankyou.”

3) Receiving:
If you wish to, you can now just sit for a few minutes as the energies are unlocked for you. A er this
period of time, as you feel ready, you may wish to give thanks. The activation is now complete
4) Understanding:
Once you have completed your activation, we ask that you now read through - “Activation Codes and
Suggested Timeframes". This will only take around a minute or so and will help you to receive the
maximum bene ts from all of these healing energies, attunements and practices. A er this, you are
now ready to begin opening up and receiving these beautiful Master Level Symbol energies! May
you enjoy these with much love & light and with an intention to bene t all beings

**********
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Welcome, With Love To Golden Gaige Synchronicity:
With deep blessings we welcome you to the Master Level Symbols course Golden Gaige
Synchronicity (pronunciation here). If you are nding yourself here at this Master Level Symbols
level then you have indeed worked very hard and have been deeply committed to your healing
pathway. Know that not only do you choose to take this course, but the energies also choose you to
take them, when you are ready. I.e. Divine assistance and guidance is always at play here!
The Golden Gaige Synchronicity is described by the Guides as:

“Synchronising the elements of Fire, Earth, Water, Air & Ether. Used in conjunction with the
energies of deep and profound love, this symbol enables the recipient / user to undergo
a deep Elemental, transformational upgrade.”
an

“Golden Gaige Synchronicity - to administer a golden attunement of
deep healing synchronicity based on the five elements.”
It is important to understand that there are two main sets of energies being
received here in this course. Firstly, the energies and attunements of ‘Golden
Gaige’ are received through the rst phase. Once this has been completed,
the ‘Golden Gaige Synchronicity’ energies & attunements are available
through phase two of the course. A er completing both of the phases,
the Golden Gaige Synchronicity energies are then ready to use on both
yourself and others
Both sets of energies represent a very signi cant step up in vibration
and we sincerely hope that you enjoy connecting with them! May they
help to bring a profound transformational upgrade for your energy
system so that you can radiate these powerful energies for the bene t of all.
We wish you well on your Golden Gaige Synchronicity journey
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1. An outline of Golden Gaige Synchronicity:
This Master level symbols course is one of our most e ective and dynamic energy
upgrades and is a beautiful doorway to a new level of deep healing synchronicity
based on the ve elements
As already mentioned, there are two main phases to the Golden Gaige Synchronicity
system; the rst being Golden Gaige & the second Golden Gaige Synchronicity. In the table below,
you can see that the Golden Gaige attunements are received over a period of 9 days a er which, you
will be required to take one months rest for energetic digestion and assimilation before moving into
the Golden Gaige Synchronicity energies.
A er nishing the course, please note that the Golden Gaige Synchronicity symbol will become your
main Master Level Symbol and the Golden Gaige symbol will no longer be necessary. Of course,
should you wish to, you are still welcome to use both symbols in accordance with your own divine
intuition. For a summary of the practices required for this course, please refer to the below table:

Golden Gaige Synchronicity
Level

Level One:
Golden Gaige

Day

Info

1

Golden Gaige attunement 1

2, 3, 4

3 days rest

5

Golden Gaige attunement 2

6,7,8

3 days rest

9

Golden Gaige attunement 3

One month rest

Level Two:
Golden Gaige
Synchronicity

1

Invoke the Golden Gaige Synchronicity
attunement and start Golden Gaige
Synchronicity symbol practice
(once per day for fourteen consecutive days)

2 - 14

Golden Gaige Synchronicity symbol practice

15

Golden Gaige Synchronicity attunement is now
complete. You may now use the symbol on others.

Total Time to complete Golden Gaige Synchronicity = approx. 7 weeks
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2. Instructions For Receiving Your Golden Gaige Attunements:
Welcome to this rst phase of Golden Gaige!
The Guides explained that Golden Gaige means “to administer a golden
attunement”. This is all the information received about this symbol, presumably
because it is only a stepping stone to Golden Gaige Synchronicity
As outlined in the table above, Golden Gaige requires three attunements, each
of which are received three days apart. A er these three attunements, you are
then being asked to take a one month rest period before moving into the Golden
Gaige Synchronicity energies.
As with all of the Love Inspiration teachings and healing systems, we have done
our very best to ensure that the attunement processes described here are as
simple and straightforward as possible. Please be sure to take some time to read
through this process carefully to ensure that you are comfortable and familiar
with everything prior to receiving your attunements.

NOTE: Before you receive your attunements, please ensure that you
have activated (unlocked) the Golden Gaige Synchronicity energies
prior to commencing
The activation / unlocking process is a simple 5 minute process which
unlocks the energies and gives you access to them. Once you have
unlocked the energies, this means that your Golden Gaige and Golden
Gaige Synchronicity attunements and energies have been activated
speci cally for you. You are therefore then ready to continue your
Golden Gaige Synchronicity journey by working through this ebook, at
your own pace and receiving the energies as you feel guided.
If you have not yet activated / unlocked the Golden Gaige Synchronicity
energies for yourself, you may do this by following the instructions on
Page III of this ebook

Once you have unlocked the energies and you feel ready to commence your rst Golden Gaige
attunement, please open up to receiving the energies in line with the process outlined below. Please

follow the process for each of the three Golden Gaige attunements, simply changing the attunement
level in each invocation for the applicable level.
And most importantly, relax, open and enjoy your attunements with love &
gratitude and for the bene t of all!
We hope you have wonderful attunements

Let us now cover the processes to follow for completing each Golden Gaige
attunement. The process should take around 5-6 minutes each time.
V6: 16.03.21
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1. Preparation:
Sit or lie down, whichever is more comfortable for you, ensuring that you will not be
disturbed for at least 5-6 minutes. Perhaps you wish to play some so0thing or relaxing
music, light some candles or burn some incense to create a nice ambience.
2. Invoke the attunement:
Invoke the Golden Gaige attunement (either the first, second or third) by placing
your hands together, fingertips touching in prayer position & say the following:

“With love I ask with great sincerity to please be activated for
the [ rst] Golden Gaige attunement. May the Golden Gaige
energies rain down upon me for the in nite bene t of all.
Thankyou, Thankyou, Thankyou.”

3. Complete the symbol practice
Please imagine the Golden Gaige symbol (below) in front of your body for 3 minutes and allow it to
ow into the body to where it is needed. (Simply repeat this same process for each of your three
attunements).

Golden Gaige
1
2
7

3

4
8

5

GOLDEN GAIGE

6

How To Draw Golden Gaige
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During your symbol practice you may feel some energy moving, perhaps feel relaxing vibrations or
some may feel almost nothing happen - but don’t worry! However you experience the energies,
please know that you will receive the symbol’s energies in accordance with your highest good at the
time.
4. Closing the attunement:
As always, it is good practice to close our attunement with love and
gratitude. Perhaps you wish to say something like:

“With great love and gratitude, I o er my sincerest
thanks for receiving the energies of Golden Gaige. May these
blessings be used for the in nite bene t of liberating all.
Thankyou, Thankyou, Thankyou.”

A er the completion of the third attunement and symbol practice, please rest for one month before
commencing the Golden Gaige Synchronicity energies.
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3. Introducing Golden Gaige Synchronicity:
With love, we warmly welcome you to this second phase - Golden Gaige
Synchronicity! We hope that you have enjoyed your Golden Gaige attunements
& symbol practices and that your one month of rest was very peaceful and
loving for you. In order to fully introduce and explain the energies of Golden
Gaige Synchronicity, please nd below the message from the Guides:

“Welcome dear ones to the age of the Golden Gaige. For some time now we have
been contemplating the correct timing to bring through these deeply precious gems of
energies and it is now with great blessings that your Realm of Existence is awakened
enough to use them.
The magnitude of such energies have not been utilised on your Earth Plane for many
eons and we are glad and happy to be sharing these again with your realm for the
greatest advancement of your beings.
We do trust in your ability to use the sacred energies in a way that will benefit all
consciousness - thus creating a ‘snow-ball’ effect of blossoming love and harmony.
The energies in Golden Gaige Synchronicity come based on the Elemental principles
of the five elements: Fire, Earth, Water, Air & Ether. Here in one symbol we have
harnessed the deep healing, nurturing and restorative energies of each element and
then compounded them with light, love and purification to bring about the expansive
and dynamic energies of Golden Gaige Synchronicity.
Using each of the Elemental frequencies, the Golden Gaige Synchronicity works to
embellish and fortify the Elemental concepts and basics already stored and installed
within your energy system.
In simple terms, this attunement installs an almighty ‘upgrade’ into your energy
system allowing you to be more synchronised within your own energy and also with
those energies around you. In particular you will become more synchronised with the
elements, allowing a deeper transmutation of energy blockages, surges and emotional
imbalances therefore creating a new advanced, more harmonious and more efficient
overall energetic being.
www.loveinspiration.org.nz
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To use this symbol is a great honour and one which you have earned at this level.
Know that your work to date both on yourself and for the benefit of all, has not gone
unnoticed. In ordinary terms it is quite the opposite. Your energies and innate
frequencies are becoming more and more attuned and this pleases us immensely. We
are thoroughly delighted with your achievements and wish you much love and
happiness in continuing them further.
The Golden Gaige Synchronicity is made up of four layers of
energies; the first two encompassing the five elements, the
second layer igniting a deep transformational ‘web’ or matrix of
new installed energies and the final fourth layer bringing about the
effervescent changes in energy frequency that is the ‘upgrade’ or new
status quo.
Use with care and deep love when administering and it is only necessary to ‘give’ the
symbol for 3-5 minutes for it’s transformational healing to take place. As per your
symbol practice, simply place the symbol in front of the body and allow the energies
to go to where they are needed. The initial after-affects may take up to 20 minutes
with the prolonged after-affects (the upgrade) lasting more permanently.
Because of the immense nature of these energies, the symbol only needs to be
administered once or twice to any person in total, by which time the energetic
upgrade will have taken place. You may like to think of this symbol similar to a
vaccination in that it only needs to be taken or ‘injected’ once; thereafter your own
energy system will take care of things and continue to manifest Elemental
Synchronicity as required.
Whether you (or the recipient) believe in the power of energy healing
and energetic upgrades will determine the potential outcome of the
energetic upgrade. For these energies are highly intelligent and
work with your conscious & sub-conscious mind to create and
stabilise that which you deeply require. The more you believe & work
with the energies by setting and enhancing your intention, the more you
will be rewarded.
8 of 14
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Do not think of this as a ‘Christmas present’ but rather as a structure of
energetic intelligence that works in co-ignition and cooperation with your higher self.
Trust your own intuition and your own ‘being’ to bring about the fundamental
changes you yearn for.
With love, we have now come to the end of our heartfelt message for you.
We hope that these wondrous energies will bring about the key to great
manifestations of change!
Enjoy and be grateful for your upgrade!
With blessings be,
Symionn, Harkitronn & Blurhyon.”

We h o p e t h at t h i s
comprehensive message
from the Guides has
explained deeply the
energies of Golden Gaige
Synchronicity
In addition to this, as
Gerry understood it from
the Guides, this symbol is about receiving an
upgrade at a speci c time in your healing
evolution, in order for you to be able to step up
further in future healing. For this reason, the
timing of the Golden Gaige Synchronicity is
vitally important and this is why it can only be
taken a er such high level teachings.
For use on others, the energies that are being
administered are not as signi cant as they would
be to receive the attunement itself. Therefore,
the healing energies can be given at any time in
accordance with your own feelings and intuition
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4. Instructions for Receiving The Golden Gaige Synchronicity
Attunement:
With love & light we welcome you to the Golden Gaige
Synchronicity attunement and symbol practices
You will notice here that the attunement process is
somewhat di erent and we encourage you to have a read
through this section carefully so that you understand what
is required from you.
For example on day one, you will need to state the
‘invocation’ and then complete your symbol practice once.
For days 2 to 14, saying the invocation is no longer required
and you will just need to complete your symbol practice
once per day for these remaining days.
We hope that you will enjoy these beautiful healing energies and we ask that you kindly follow
along with the below processes to ensure that you receive these energies successfully & with love.

Day One: Invocation & Symbol Practice
1. Preparation:
Sit or lie down, whichever is more comfortable for you, ensuring that you will not be disturbed for at
least 10 minutes. Perhaps you wish to play some so0thing or relaxing music, light some candles or
burn some incense to create a nice ambience.
2. Invoke the Golden Gaige Synchronicity attunement:
Invoke the Golden Gaige Synchronicity attunement by placing your hands together,
touching in prayer position and say the following:

ngertips

“With deep love and respect, I ask to please be attuned
to the Golden Gaige Synchronicity. May the energetic
upgrade manifest deep healing synchronicity for
the in nite bene t of all.
Thankyou, Thankyou, Thankyou.”
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3. Complete the symbol practice
Please imagine the Golden Gaige Synchronicity symbol (below) in front of your body for 3-5 minutes
and allow it to ow into the body to where it is needed. This is to be completed once only.

Golden Gaige Synchronicity
2

1
6

3

7
4

GOLDEN GAIGE
SYNCHRONICITY

5

How To Draw
GOLDEN GAIGE SYNCHRONICITY

During your symbol practice you may feel some energy moving, perhaps feel relaxing vibrations or
some may feel almost nothing happen - but don’t worry! However you experience the energies,
please know that you will receive the symbol’s energies in accordance with your highest good at the
time.
4. Closing the attunement:
As always, it is good practice to close your attunement with love and gratitude. Perhaps you wish to
say something like:

“With great love and gratitude, I o er my sincerest
thanks for receiving the energies of Golden Gaige
Synchronicity. May this elemental upgrade be used
for the in nite bene t of liberating all.
Thankyou, Thankyou, Thankyou.”
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Days Two - Fourteen: Symbol Practice:
As we’ve already mentioned, for days 2 - 14 there is no invocation required - just
the symbol practice that needs to be completed once per day for these 13 days.
We do this in the same way as previously outlined i.e. please imagine the
Golden Gaige Synchronicity symbol in front of your body for 3-5 minutes and
allow it to ow into the body to where it is needed
Day Fi een: Completion
On day 15, your ‘attunement’ will now be complete and you may now use the symbol on yourself and
others as you feel guided to. Congratulations for your wonderful achievement and we wish you well
on your Golden Gaige Synchronicity journey

In order to use the symbol on others, simply place the symbol in front of of the recipient’s body for
3-5 minutes (in the same way that you have completed the symbol practice in the attunement) or
alternatively use as you feel intuitively guided. And remember to set a loving intention!
*****

5. Final Comments:
With love & light we congratulate you on completing the Golden Gaige Synchronicity and we hope
that you have enjoyed these beautiful frequencies. You have now received a highly sophisticated set
of energies and it is with much love that we kindly ask that you now use these wisely for the bene t
of all. This now brings us to the end of these Golden Gaige energies and the Guides have signed o
here by saying:

“This concludes the Golden Gaige energies.
We thank you for your patience and love as
these energies have unfolded.”
As always, Marty and Gerry would also like to thank you for your
dedication to the collective consciousness and for the bene t of all.
We hope you enjoy these energies and your continued journey
towards an ascended state of being.

May you radia your new Golden Gaige Synchronici
vibra on for e in ni bene t of a
Wi

Divine Golden light

Love Inspiration &
Maitri Foundation
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Would You Like To Help?
You have received these energies and teachings freely and with
love due to the humble and altruistic grace of our sponsors,
teachers & translators. If you have enjoyed these energies and
would like to help make them continually and freely available
for others to heal, grow and awaken from, we lovingly invite
you to help in the following ways:
Sponsor an ebook
Make a donation
Share with others
Become a teacher
Translate for others
Write a testimonial
Help us improve

Your help enables Love Inspiration to continue offering ebooks
and courses freely for the infinite benefit of all.
Blessings & Thankyou,
Marty & Gerry
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For the Infinite Benefit Of All
May all beings be liberated.
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